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Make Your Art No Matter What - Beth Pickens 2021-04-06
The Artist's Way for the 21st century—from esteemed creative counselor Beth Pickens. If you are an artist,
you need to make your art. That's not an overstatement—it's a fact; if you stop doing your creative work,
your quality of life is diminished. But what do you do when life gets in the way? In this down-to-earth
handbook, experienced artist coach Beth Pickens offers practical advice for developing a lasting and
meaningful artistic practice in the face of life's inevitable obstacles and distractions. This thoughtful volume
suggests creative ways to address the challenges all artists must overcome—from making decisions about
time, money, and education, to grappling with isolation, fear, and anxiety. No matter where you are in your
art-making journey, this book will motivate and inspire you. Because not only do you need your art—the
world needs it, too. • EXPERT ADVICE: Beth Pickens is an experienced and passionate arts advocate with
extensive insight into working through creative obstacles. She has spent the last decade advising artists on
everything from financial strategy to coping with grief. • PRACTICAL AND POSITIVE: This book is both a
love letter to art and artists and a hands-on guide to approaching the thorniest problems those artists might
face. Pickens offers a warm reminder that you are not alone, that what you do matters, and that someone
out there wants you to succeed. • TIMELESS TOPIC: Like a trusted advisor, this book is an invaluable
resource jam-packed with strategies for building a successful creative practice. From mixing business and
friendship to marketing yourself on social media, this book can help. And it will—again and again. Perfect
for: • Visual artists and makers • Writers, musicians, filmmakers, and other creatives • Art and design
school graduates and grad-gift givers
Pizza, A Slice of American History - Liz Barrett 2014-09
This book tells the story of how this beloved food became the apple of our collective eye-or, perhaps more
precisely, the pepperoni of our pie. Pizza journalist Liz Barrett explores how it is that pizza came to and
conquered North America and how it evolved into different forms across the continent. Each chapter
investigates a different pie: Chicago's famous deep-dish, New Haven's white clam pie, California's healthconscious varieties, New York's Sicilian and Neapolitan, the various styles that have emerged in the
Midwest, and many others. The components of each pie-crust, sauce, spices, and much more-are dissected
and celebrated, and recipes from top pizzerias provide readers with the opportunity to make and sample
the pies themselves.
How to Land a Plane - Mark Vanhoenacker 2019-04-30
Take a seat—the captain’s seat, that is—and relax. You’re about to land a Boeing 747. “Brilliant.” —The
Sunday Times A Daily Mail and Spectator Best Book of the Year A Points Guy Best Book of the Year The
mystery of flight is magical; the reality even more so—from the physics that keeps a 450-ton vehicle aloft, to
the symphony of technology and teamwork that safely sets it down again. Take it from Mark
Vanhoenacker—British Airways pilot, international bestselling author, and your new flight instructor. This
is How to Land a Plane. Vanhoenacker covers every step—from approach to touchdown— with precision,
wit, and infectious enthusiasm. Aided by dozens of illustrations, you’ll learn all the tools and rules of his
craft: altimeters, glidepaths, alignment, and more. Before you know it, you’ll be on the ground, exiting the
aircraft with a whole new appreciation for the art and science of flying. “A good choice for anyone who's
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fantasized about suddenly having to get an aircraft safely down on the ground . . . walks you through some
of the basics of flight and landing, from how to recognize a cluster of instruments known as the ‘six pack’ to
knowing what purpose the PAPI lights near the runway serve.” —Popular Science “A work of humorous and
outright poetic travel geekery.” —National Geographic Traveler
You Are a Writer (So Start Acting Like One) - Jeff Goins 2014-09-02
Becoming a writer begins with a simple but important belief: You are a writer; you just need to write. In
"You Are a Writer," Jeff Goins shares his own story of self-doubt and what it took for him to become a
professional writer. He gives you practical steps to improve your writing, get published in magazines, and
build a platform that puts you in charge. This book is about what it takes to be a writer in the 21st Century.
You will learn the importance of passion and discipline and how to show up every day to do the work.
Here's what else you will learn: -How to transition from wanting to be a writer to actually being one -What
"good" writing is (and isn't) -How to stop waiting to be picked and finally choose yourself -What it takes to
build a platform -Why authors need to brand themselves (and how to do it) -Tips for freelancing, guest
blogging, and getting published in magazines -Different ways to network with other writers, artists, and
influencers -The importance of blogging and social media and how to use it well to find more readers and
fans of your writing "You Are a Writer" will help you fall back in love with writing and build an audience
who shares your love. It's about living the dream of a life dedicated to words. AND IT ALL BEGINS WITH
YOU. Table of Contents Introduction Part 1: Writing You ARE a Writer: Claiming the Title Writers Write The
Myth of Good It Gets Tough Part 2: Getting Read Three Tools Every Writer Needs You Need a Platform
Your Brand is You Channels of Connection Part 3: Taking Action Getting Started Before Your First Book
When the Pitching Ends What Next?
Redefining Family Wealth: A Parent's Guide to Purposeful Living - Deborah L. Meyer 2019-06-13
Building wealth is tricky business, especially in Christian communities. Aligning what we possess with what
we believe, this easy-to-navigate financial guide will help you understand you are wealthy when living the
life God envisions for you.
The Masterpiece - Francine Rivers 2018-02-06
A New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly bestseller “This character-driven romance will
enthrall [Rivers’s] many fans.” —Library Journal The New York Times bestselling author of Redeeming Love
returns to her romance roots with this unexpected and redemptive love story, a probing tale that reminds
us that mercy can shape even the most broken among us into an imperfect yet stunning masterpiece. A
successful LA artist, Roman Velasco appears to have everything he could possibly want—money, women,
fame. Only Grace Moore, his reluctant, newly hired personal assistant, knows how little he truly has. The
demons of Roman’s past seem to echo through the halls of his empty mansion and out across his
breathtaking Topanga Canyon view. But Grace doesn’t know how her boss secretly wrestles with those
demons: by tagging buildings as the Bird, a notorious but unidentified graffiti artist—an alter ego that could
destroy his career and land him in prison. Like Roman, Grace is wrestling with ghosts and secrets of her
own. After a disastrous marriage threw her life completely off course, she vowed never to let love steal her
dreams again. But as she gets to know the enigmatic man behind the reputation, it’s as if the jagged pieces
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of both of their pasts slowly begin to fit together . . . until something so unexpected happens that it changes
the course of their relationship—and both their lives—forever. “Rivers deftly threads Roman’s and Grace’s
lives together as they tiptoe around their emotional scars, eventually shifting into a dance of tentative steps
toward a love neither can resist. Fans of Christian romance will delight in this tale of salvation through
love.” —Kirkus Reviews “Richly detailed characters with traumatic pasts are woven together with biblical
truths and redemptive themes… This is an amazing, beautifully written tale to be savored and pondered and
shared with others.” —Romantic Times “Readers will marvel at Rivers’s storytelling arc encompassing the
reconciliation of gritty past misdeeds and the work in progress of a life of forgiveness.” —Booklist “Fans of
Francine Rivers will eagerly devour The Masterpiece and find exactly what they are looking for: a
beautifully written story of faith, romance, and the power that true freedom can bring.” —Bookreporter.com
The Successful Speaker - Grant Baldwin 2020-02-18
Do you have a message you want to get out into the world? Have you ever dreamed of speaking for a living?
Is there something you have to say but just aren't sure what to do next? The Successful Speaker is a
proven, easy-to-follow guide to helping you do just that. Whether you want to speak at your next board
meeting or community gathering, start making some extra money on the side, or become a full-time
professional speaker, Grant Baldwin knows how to get you from here to there. Why? Because he's done it
himself and has coached over 2,000 speakers. In The Successful Speaker, you will learn the five-step road
map to start and scale a speaking business from the ground up, including - how to hone your message and
know exactly who it's for - the preparation process to help your next speech move an audience to action what it takes to establish yourself as an in-demand expert - practical steps to finding and booking paid
speaking gigs - how to know when it's time to grow your impact and income In each chapter, you will get
specific action steps and case studies from professional speakers (including some of the most successful
communicators in the world) to put you on the fast track to booking gigs, getting paid, and building your
speaking platform.
The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari - Robin S. Sharma 1996
How Creativity Rules the World - Maria Brito 2022-03-15
Learn to make creativity work for your career. Anyone, regardless of who you are or what you do, can
cultivate the habits, actions, and attitudes that inspire creativity and innovation. How Creativity Rules the
World shows that creativity is an inexhaustible resource available to everyone. It can be taught to all and is
the key to thriving in the business world and beyond. This timeless guide promises to make the creative
process of successful seven-figure artists and billion-dollar entrepreneurs—as well as Maria’s
own—accessible and actionable for you to take the power of their ideas to the next level. Contemporary art
curator and writer of the popular newsletter, The Groove, Maria Brito discovered the power of creativity
when she transitioned from being an unhappy Harvard-trained corporate lawyer to a thriving entrepreneur
and innovator in the art world. After applying the principles in How Creativity Rules the World to her own
business, Maria started teaching them to hundreds of people, ranging from entrepreneurs to artists to
CEOs. Proven by her students’ creative successes, Maria will guide you to strike gold with your ideas as
well. In How Creativity Rules the World, you will learn how to: Overcome limiting thoughts and dispel
myths about creativity. Unleash creativity through concrete data, historical passages, and examples of
modern entrepreneurship. Develop timeless habits, principles, and tools that worked six centuries ago and
continue to work today. Employ creativity in an everyday context to produce extraordinary results. With
revealing studies and stories spanning business and art, this book is a deep dive into history, culture,
psychology, science, and entrepreneurship; analyzing the elements used by some of the most creative
minds throughout the last 600 years. There has never been a more crucial time than now to develop your
creativity and your ability to innovate. Coming up with original ideas of value is today’s most precious skill.
How to Sell Your Art Online - Cory Huff 2016-06-28
An essential guide for artist that teaches them how to skip the gallery system, find their niche, and connect
directly with collectors to profitably sell their art. For years, galleries have acted as gatekeeper separating
artists and collectors. But with the explosion of the Internet, a new generation of savvy, independent artists
is connecting with buyers and making a substantial living doing what they love. How to Sell Your Art Online
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shows any artist how to make a successful living from their work. Cory Huff dispels the myth of the starving
artist and provides the effective business strategies necessary to make artistic creations pay. He helps
individual artists find their niche; outlines the elements essential for an effective website; and provides
invaluable advice on e-mail marketing, blogging, social media marketing, and paid advertising—explaining
how to tie all these online activities into offline success. Most importantly, he shares the secret to
overcoming the biggest challenge artists face when self-marketing: learning how to tell their unique stories.
Every artist has a reason for making art, but can’t always find the right way to express it. Huff provides
exercises artists can use to clarify the intellectual and emotional process behind their art, and teaches them
how turn that knowledge into stories they can tell online and in person—and expand their reach through
blogs and social media to build their art business. Drawing from the stories of successful artists, thoroughly
describing how art is sold today, and providing tips on how to build connections personally and
electronically, How to Sell Your Art Online illustrates the countless ways artists can take control of their
creative careers—and sell their work without selling out.
How To Make It in the New Music Business: Practical Tips on Building a Loyal Following and Making a
Living as a Musician (Second Edition) - Ari Herstand 2019-11-05
Hailed as an “indispensable” guide (Forbes), How to Make It in the New Music Business returns in this
extensively revised and expanded edition. When How to Make It in the New Music Business hit shelves in
2016, it instantly became the go-to resource for musicians eager to make a living in a turbulent industry.
Widely adopted by music schools everywhere and considered “the best how- to book of its kind” (Music
Connection), it inspired thousands to stop waiting around for that “big break.” Now trusted as the leading
expert for “do it yourself” artists, Ari Herstand returns with this second edition, maintaining that a stable
career can be built by taking advantage of the many tools at our fi ngertips: conquering social media,
mastering the art of merchandising, embracing authentic fan connection, and simply learning how to
persevere. Comprehensively updated to include the latest online trends and developments, it offers
inspiring success stories across media such as Spotify and Instagram. The result is a must- have for anyone
hoping to navigate the increasingly complex yet advantageous landscape that is the modern music industry.
Don't Keep Your Day Job - Cathy Heller 2019-11-12
Featured in the #1 spot in 2019 "Get Motivated" podcasts on Apple Podcasts • Nominated for a Webby
Award for Best Business Podcast From the creator of the #1 podcast "Don't Keep Your Day Job," an
inspiring book about turning your passion into profit The pursuit of happiness is all about finding our
purpose. We don't want to just go to work and build someone else’s dream, we want to do our life's work.
But how do we find out what we’re supposed to contribute? What are those key ingredients that push those
who succeed to launch their ideas high into the sky, while the rest of us remain stuck on the ground? Don’t
Keep Your Day Job will get you fired up, ready to rip it open and use your zone of genius to add a little more
sparkle to this world. Cathy Heller, host of the popular podcast Don’t Keep Your Day Job, shares wisdom,
anecdotes, and practical suggestions from successful creative entrepreneurs and experts, including actress
Jenna Fischer on rejection, Gretchen Rubin on the keys to happiness, Jen Sincero on having your best
badass life, and so much more. You’ll learn essential steps like how to build your side hustle, how to find
your tribe, how to reach for what you truly deserve, and how to ultimately turn your passion into profit and
build a life you love.
The Entrepreneurial Artist - Aaron P. Dworkin 2019-12-15
In The Entrepreneurial Artist: Lessons from Highly Successful Creatives, Aaron Dworkin offers an
engaging, practical guide to achieving artistic fulfillment, both personally and professionally. Based on the
accomplishments of Shakespeare, Mozart, and several contemporary creatives, these lessons will help you
realize your goals—no matter your medium. Among those Dworkin personally interviewed for this book are
Emmy-winning actor Jeff Daniels, Tony-award winning choreographer Bill T. Jones, Grammy award-winning
musician Wynton Marsalis, and Pulitzer Prize winner Lin-Manuel Miranda, among others. The stories of
these twelve remarkable individuals come alive with lessons of love, loss, despair, sacrifice, perseverance,
and triumph. Some of the artist-entrepreneur takeaways explored in this book include: Build
partnerships—with peers, patrons, and sponsors Embrace diversity Expand your focus Allow your work to
mature Whether one is an aspiring student artist in search of practical tools to build a sustainable career,
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or a veteran seeking reinvention, The Entrepreneurial Artist offers insights—well-tested, unusual, or
innovative—that are meaningful for every kind of creative.
Life Reflections - Lynda Horvath 2020-09-25
Life Reflections by Lynda Horvath is poems from the heart. Poetry has always been a favourite of hers! In
April 2017, when Lynda needed a life-challenge, she decided to try to write a poem-a-day for one hundred
days! Seemed like a pretty huge task! By the end of the hundred days, she decided to extend it to a poem-aday for a year! Still full of ideas and experiences, it became a five-hundred day challenge! Every day there
seemed to be something exciting to write about! Shared with family and friends, many encouraged her to
create a book with some of these poems!
Art, Money, Success - Maria Brophy 2017
Finally make a living doing what you love. A compete and easy-to-follow system for the artist who wasn't
born with a business mind. Learn how to find buyers, get paid fairly, negotiate nicely, deal with copycats
and sell more art.
Writing Voice - Writer's Digest Books 2017-03-01
Develop a voice that captures readers' attention! All writers bring a unique set of skills to their work: One
author might write outstanding characters, while another might dazzle with dialogue. You don't have to
master every aspect of the craft in order to succeed, but the one quality required of every writer is a
compelling, original voice. Your voice, which is often difficult to define and even more difficult to master,
can transform your writing from pedestrian to powerful. In Writing Voice, you'll discover effective
instruction and advice from best-selling authors and instructors like Donal Maass, Adair Lara, Paula
Munier, Dinty W. Moore, James Scott Bell, and many others, plus exercises, techniques, and examples for
making your prose stand out, be it fiction or memoir. You'll learn how to: • Explore the unique way you
write • Study the distinctive styles of other writers to create your own voice • Understand the nuances of
voice, including the importance of word choice • Develop the right voice for your genre • Craft excellent
narration that will keep readers coming back • Choose the proper voice for your nonfiction Constructing
the voice that fits your style and your audience is paramount to crafting memorable, original work. Writing
Voice gives you the tools to not only create that voice but perfect it.
Writer's Doubt - Bryan Hutchinson 2015-08-05
All writers doubt their ability. But Bryan Hutchinson's story shows doubt and fear don't have to define your
writing future. In this part-memoir, part kick-in-the-pants, Bryan will show you how to live out your passion,
write a book, and become an author, no matter if the so-called "experts" tell you that you can't.
Your Band Is a Virus! - James Moore 2012-11-29
Independent musicians in 2012 find themselves more confused than ever before and finding good
information can be a challenge. This guide gives information on advocating and presenting the right
product to the world, timing a release properly, promoting music blogs and publications with a personal
touch, outsourcing and freelancing, and thinking outside of the box.
The Scribe Method - Tucker Max 2021-04-15
Ready to write your book? So why haven’t you done it yet? If you’re like most nonfiction authors, fears are
holding you back. Sound familiar? Is my idea good enough? How do I structure a book? What exactly are
the steps to write it? How do I stay motivated? What if I actually finish it, and it’s bad? Worst of all: what if I
publish it, and no one cares? How do I know if I’m even doing the right things? The truth is, writing a book
can be scary and overwhelming—but it doesn’t have to be. There’s a way to know you’re on the right path
and taking the right steps. How? By using a method that’s been validated with thousands of other Authors
just like you. In fact, it’s the same exact process used to produce dozens of big bestsellers–including David
Goggins’s Can’t Hurt Me, Tiffany Haddish’s The Last Black Unicorn, and Joey Coleman’s Never Lose a
Customer Again. The Scribe Method is the tested and proven process that will help you navigate the entire
book-writing process from start to finish–the right way. Written by 4x New York Times Bestselling Author
Tucker Max and publishing expert Zach Obront, you’ll learn the step-by-step method that has helped over
1,500 authors write and publish their books. Now a Wall Street Journal Bestseller itself, The Scribe Method
is specifically designed for business leaders, personal development gurus, entrepreneurs, and any expert in
their field who has accumulated years of hard-won knowledge and wants to put it out into the world. Forget
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the rest of the books written by pretenders. This is the ultimate resource for anyone who wants to
professionally write a great nonfiction book.
Finding Your Calling - Jeff Goins 2013-12-16
When Jeff was young, he thought he wanted to be a rock star. But after years of practice, songwriting, and
playing gigs, he began to lose the passion for playing music and instead found himself spending more and
more time writing anything that came to mind—thoughts, short stories, lyrics. Throughout his time
performing music, writing—his true calling—was waiting in the corner. Jeff has become known as a voice to
clarify callings and bring out the best in writers around the world. Read this short piece, taken from his
book, The In-Between, and get a better sense of how he found his calling in writing. Moody Collective
Portions are short pieces of content taken from our full-length books. Our goal is to introduce our readers
to a complete idea in a brief, concise, and inexpensive format. Most portions will take about 20 minutes to
read.
Making Your Life As an Artist - Andrew Simonet 2014-02-01
Tom's List - Randall K. Hartman 2016-06-05
"This book is a life changer and a must read. If your life needs focus "Tom's List" will give you new clarity."
La McCoy, Amazon Review. "This book is fantastic!!!" FitFlop Fan. Amazon Review. "Very insightful and
quick read. A book that actually helped me change my life positively." D. Paladino. Amazon Review. If you
are ready to transform your life, this book is for you. Tom fought a brave battle with cancer. After his death,
a neatly-typed list was discovered in his briefcase containing 50 commandments used to transform his life.
Are you stuck in a rut and don't know how to get out? Do you have the time to read more than 2,000 selfimprovement books, distill the information into 50 top truths, and apply them to your life? A project like
that would take years. But Tom's List has done the work for you. Through personal stories, humor, practical
application, and keen insight the author uses "Tom's List" to show you how to transform your life. In these
pages you'll discover: How to rise above mediocrity. How to improve your family relationships. How to
become the leader you were meant to be. How to take charge of your life. How to succeed at work. How to
stop being average. If you are ready to transform your life and need guidance without pat answers, then
this book is for you. Ready to transform your life? Scroll to the top and click "buy now."
The Death of the Artist - William Deresiewicz 2020-07-28
A deeply researched warning about how the digital economy threatens artists' lives and work—the music,
writing, and visual art that sustain our souls and societies—from an award-winning essayist and critic There
are two stories you hear about earning a living as an artist in the digital age. One comes from Silicon
Valley. There's never been a better time to be an artist, it goes. If you've got a laptop, you've got a
recording studio. If you've got an iPhone, you've got a movie camera. And if production is cheap,
distribution is free: it's called the Internet. Everyone's an artist; just tap your creativity and put your stuff
out there. The other comes from artists themselves. Sure, it goes, you can put your stuff out there, but
who's going to pay you for it? Everyone is not an artist. Making art takes years of dedication, and that
requires a means of support. If things don't change, a lot of art will cease to be sustainable. So which
account is true? Since people are still making a living as artists today, how are they managing to do it?
William Deresiewicz, a leading critic of the arts and of contemporary culture, set out to answer those
questions. Based on interviews with artists of all kinds, The Death of the Artist argues that we are in the
midst of an epochal transformation. If artists were artisans in the Renaissance, bohemians in the nineteenth
century, and professionals in the twentieth, a new paradigm is emerging in the digital age, one that is
changing our fundamental ideas about the nature of art and the role of the artist in society.
Inside the Painter's Studio - Joe Fig 2012-06-19
Inside an art gallery, it is easy to forget that the paintings there are the end products of a process involving
not only creative inspiration, but also plenty of physical and logistical details. It is these "cruder," more
mundane aspects of a painter's daily routine that motivated Brooklyn artist Joe Fig to embark almost ten
years ago on a highly unorthodox, multilayered exploration of the working life of the professional artist.
Determined to ground his research in the physical world, Fig began constructing a series of diorama-like
miniature reproductions of the studios of modern art's most legendary painters, such as Jackson Pollock
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and Willem de Kooning. A desire for firsthand references led Fig to approach contemporary artists for
access to their studios. Armed with a camera and a self-made "Artist's Questionnaire," Fig began a journey
through the workspaces of some of today's most exciting contemporary artists.
The Artist's Business and Marketing Toolbox - Neil McKenzie 2012-03-07
Starting and running a successful art business is just like running and starting any other business. To
create a vibrant and sustainable art enterprise you need to have a basic understanding of how business
works. You don't need an MBA but you do need to know about business and marketing.In art school they
probably didn't teach you much about the business end of selling your work or what it takes to run a
company. Don't worry, you don't need to enroll in business school to get a good grasp of the basics – you
will find them this book. The Artist's Business and Marketing ToolBox gives you real life examples you can
use as well as over 80 forms to help you develop your business and marketing plan.Whether you just want
to make a few extra dollars selling your art or you want to make art your full time profession you owe it to
yourself to learn about running a business and the fundamentals of marketing. The difference between
many successful and not so successful artists may have a lot more to do with their grasp of business and
marketing than the art they createIn the Artist's Business and Marketing ToolBox you will learn the basics
of:• Starting a new business• Developing your brand• How to take advantage of opportunities and
capitalize on your strengths• Understanding the business planning process and putting together your own
plan• Accounting and finance that you need• Becoming more productive in creating your art• Managing
and organizing your company• Developing and implementing effective marketing strategies for:o Public
relationso Advertisingo Selling your arto Pricing your worko Effective web siteso Networking o Using social
media• Developing a Visual Business and Marketing Plan If you are looking for another book on how to get
your work into a gallery (although I cover that as well) then this book is not for you. If you are interested in
putting proven business techniques and tools to work for you then the Artist's Business and Marketing
ToolBox is a great place to start. Don't worry if you think that you need the skills of an MBA or accountant
to be successful. Passion, creativity and hard work are what counts the most and luckily most artists have
an abundance of all three! Be prepared to put in some time and effort to develop your business and
marketing plan and don't forget to use the creative side of your brain.
The Heart to Start - David Kadavy 2017-12-03
It’s a terrible feeling. To know you have a gift for the world. But to be utterly paralyzed every time you try
to discover what that gift is. Stop procrastinating and start creating! In The Heart to Start, blogger,
podcaster, and award-winning designer David Kadavy takes you on his journey from Nebraska-based
cubicle dweller to jet-setting bestselling author, showing you how to stop procrastinating, and start
creating. The original and battle-tested tactics in The Heart to Start eliminate fear in your present self, so
you can finally become your future self: Tap into the innate power of curiosity. Find the fuel to propel you
through resistance. Catch yourself “Inflating The Investment.” Prevent self-destructive time sucks and find
the time to follow your art, even if you feel like you have no time at all. Bust through “The Linear Work
Distortion.” Inspire action that harnesses your natural creative style. Supercharge your progress with
“Motivational Judo.” Lay perfectionism on its back while propelling your projects forward. Inspiring stories
weave these techniques into your memory. From Maya Angelou to Seth Godin. From J. K. Rowling to Steven
Pressfield. You'll hear from a Hollywood screenwriter, a chef, and even a creator of a hit board game.
Whether you’re writing a novel, starting a business, or picking up a paintbrush for the first time in years,
The Heart to Start will upgrade your mental operating system with unforgettable tactics for ending
procrastination before it starts, so you can make your creative dreams a reality. Take your first step and
click the buy button. Download The Heart to Start, and unlock your inner creative genius today!
Art, Inc. - Lisa Congdon 2014-08-12
You don't have to starve to be an artist. Build a career doing what you love. In this practical guide book,
professional artist Lisa Congdon reveals the many ways you can earn a living by making art—through
illustration, licensing, fine art sales, print sales, teaching, and beyond. • Including industry advice from
such successful art-world pros as Nikki McClure, Mark Hearld, Paula Scher, and more • This art and
business book will equip you with the tools—and the confidence—to turn your passion into a profitable
business. • Chapters on setting actionable goals, diversifying your income, copyrighting your work,
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promoting with social media, and so much more A thoughtful gift for young artists, people interesting in
making their passion a profession, and art and design school graduates. Lisa Congdon's bestselling books,
online classes, and Instagram feed (beloved by 375,000+ fans) have inspired so many people to follow their
creative passions. In this book Condon does what she does best—bring bold and colorful flair to smart,
creative, down-to-earth advice and inspiration.
ART/WORK - Heather Darcy Bhandari 2009-03-24
The definitive, must-have guide to pursuing an art career—the fully revised and updated edition of
Art/Work, now in its fourteenth printing, shares the tools artists of all levels need to make it in this highly
competitive field. Originally published in 2009, Art/Work was the first practical guide to address how artists
can navigate the crucial business and legal aspects of a fine art career. But the rules have changed since
then, due to the proliferation of social media, increasing sophistication of online platforms, and ever more
affordable digital technology. Artists have never had to work so hard to distinguish themselves—including
by making savvy decisions and forging their own paths. Now Heather Bhandari, with over fifteen years of
experience as a director of the popular Chelsea gallery Mixed Greens, and Jonathan Melber, a former
arts/entertainment lawyer and director of an art e-commerce startup, advise a new generation of artists on
how to make it in the art world. In this revised and updated edition, Bhandari and Melber show artists how
to tackle a host of new challenges. How do you diversify income streams to sustain a healthy art practice?
How can you find an alternative to the gallery system? How do you review a license agreement? What are
digital marketing best practices? Also included are new quotes from over thirty arts professionals, updated
commission legal templates, organizational tips, tax information, and advice for artists who don’t make
objects. An important resource for gallerists, dealers, art consultants, artist-oriented organizations, and
artists alike, Art/Work is the resource that all creative entrepreneurs in the art world turn to for advice.
Real Artists Don't Starve - Jeff Goins 2018-05-29
Bestselling author and creativity expert Jeff Goins dismantles the myth that being creative is a hindrance to
success by revealing how an artistic temperament is in fact a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Now in trade paper. For centuries, the myth of the starving artist has dominated our culture, seeping into
the minds of creative people and stifling their pursuits. But the truth is that the world's most successful
artists did not starve. In fact, they capitalized on the power of their creative strength. In Real Artists Don't
Starve, Jeff Goins debunks the myth of the starving artist by unveiling the ideas that created it and
replacing them with timeless strategies for thriving, including: steal from your influences (don't wait for
inspiration), collaborate with others (working alone is a surefire way to starve), take strategic risks (instead
of reckless ones), make money in order to make more art (it's not selling out), and apprentice under a
master (a "lone genius" can never reach full potential). Through inspiring anecdotes of successful creatives
both past and present, Goins shows that living by these rules is not only doable but it's also a fulfilling way
to thrive. From graphic designers and writers to artists and business professionals, creatives already know
that no one is born an artist. Goins's revolutionary rules celebrate the process of becoming an artist, a
person who utilizes the imagination in fundamental ways. He reminds creatives that business and art are
not mutually exclusive pursuits. In fact, success in business and in life flow from a healthy exercise of
creativity. Expanding upon the groundbreaking work in his previous bestseller The Art of Work, Goins
explores the tension every creative person and organization faces in an effort to blend the inspired life with
a practical path to success. Being creative isn't a disadvantage for success; rather, it is a powerful tool to be
harnessed.
Show Your Work! - Austin Kleon 2014-03-06
In his New York Times bestseller Steal Like an Artist, Austin Kleon showed readers how to unlock their
creativity by “stealing” from the community of other movers and shakers. Now, in an even more forwardthinking and necessary book, he shows how to take that critical next step on a creative journey—getting
known. Show Your Work! is about why generosity trumps genius. It’s about getting findable, about using
the network instead of wasting time “networking.” It’s not self-promotion, it’s self-discovery—let others into
your process, then let them steal from you. Filled with illustrations, quotes, stories, and examples, Show
Your Work! offers ten transformative rules for being open, generous, brave, productive. In chapters such as
You Don’t Have to Be a Genius; Share Something Small Every Day; and Stick Around, Kleon creates a
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user’s manual for embracing the communal nature of creativity— what he calls the “ecology of talent.”
From broader life lessons about work (you can’t find your voice if you don’t use it) to the etiquette of
sharing—and the dangers of oversharing—to the practicalities of Internet life (build a good domain name;
give credit when credit is due), it’s an inspiring manifesto for succeeding as any kind of artist or
entrepreneur in the digital age.
Stand Beautiful - Chloe Howard 2018-05-29
Have you ever been bullied? Betrayed by a friend? Critical of who you see in the mirror every day? Born
with a clubfoot and enduring intense physical and emotional pain because of it, international speaker, TEDx
speaker, and anti-bullying author Chloe Howard will help you overcome the pain and struggles in your own
life, coming alongside you as a friend on your journey to live happy and free. You are enough. You are a
daughter of God. And no matter how hard life gets, you don’t have to do it alone. In Stand Beautiful, Chloe
shares her story of being bullied about a birth defect as a freshman and how it helped her not only
overcome self-doubt, it also gave her the courage to rise up and speak out to help others. Ultimately, Stand
Beautiful will inspire young people ages 12 and up to: Be brave and find beauty within diversity Speak up
against injustice and stand up for what is right Redefine beauty as more than what the eye can see Stop
being self-destructive and choose self-empowerment Fueled by a powerful encounter with Bono from the
band U2, Stand Beautiful features: A “Lessons Learned” section that highlights valuable lessons every teen
should know An “Interview with Chloe” section that gives readers details about her favorite iTunes playlist,
books on her bookshelf, and much more The encouragement and hope teens need to accept their unique
selves, just as they are
Find Your Artistic Voice - Lisa Congdon 2019-08-06
An artist's unique voice is their calling card. It's what makes each of their works vital and particular. But
developing such singular artistry requires effort and persistence. Bestselling author, artist, and illustrator
Lisa Congdon brings her expertise to this guide to the process of artistic self-discovery. Featuring advice
from Congdon herself and interviews with a roster of established artists, illustrators, and creatives, this
one-of-a-kind book will show readers how to identify and nurture their own visual identity, navigate the
influence of artists they admire, push through fear and insecurity, and appreciate the value of their
personal journey.
How to Be an Artist Without Losing Your Mind, Your Shirt, Or Your Creative Compass: A Practical Guide JoAnneh Nagler 2016-05-03
Be true to your artistic self—but don’t quit your day job. Whether you're a new graduate, considering a job
change, or a creative type who isn’t finding time to pursue your passions, don’t fall for this line: “Do what
you love and the money will follow.” The world is full of starving artists, but you don’t need to starve
financially to thrive artistically. Author JoAnneh Nagler wants you to welcome your creativity and continue
to make art—but to do so with a plan. In this groundbreaking book, she provides step-by-step strategies to
teach writers, sculptors, painters, musicians, designers, and other artists how tohave a well-supported,
well-lived life—and make art at the same time. Learn how to: Answer your own artistic callings and get to
your art work Give up starving and struggling and build a supported, creative daily life Manage time,
money, and day jobs with easy-to-learn, simple tools Develop rock-solid creative work ethics and
motivational skills No matter what kind of creative person you are, this book has the tools you need to live
the life you’ve always wanted to live—right now, and for your whole life long.
The Art of Work - Jeff Goins 2015-07-31

who have chosen a slightly more offbeat path to get there. Chock full of information and advice, Sara’s
warm, smart, empathetic, and quirky voice is relatable to everyone from twenty-somethings and recent
college grads to anyone a bit older who’s still trying to figure things out. While Sara doesn’t have all of life’s
answers, this indispensable book has more than its share! Essays include: How to Read a Book Real Artists
Have Day Jobs The Power of Being a Dork Put Your Clutter in Purgatory Ask for Exactly What You Want
Elect Your Own Executive Board Equal parts entertaining and educational, Real Artists Have Day Jobs is a
life-changing book for strivers and misunderstood creatives everywhere.
Book Marketing Is Dead - Derek Murphy 2013-12-31
How to sell a ton of books (even if you're starting with no platform). If you've found this book I'm assuming
you have or will soon have a book out on the market, and are exploring ways to turn it into a best-selling
powerhouse that will slaughter the competition and pay for your retirement. The indie publishing world is
thrilling because of the possible returns, and I hope you and your book do well. You're probably searching
for things like "book marketing" and "book promotion" so you can learn how to find readers and convince
them to buy your book. But almost everything you read will be wrong. That's because marketing in general
is dead. Advertising is dead. Selling and convincing people to buy: also dead. The new law of book sales is
this: if you're talking about your book, promoting your book, sharing your book... you're screwing it all up.
Don't make "Old School" marketing mistakes that will sabotage your efforts! This book will help you to...
Avoid the common mistakes that kill book sales Set up an author platform quickly that will triple your
results Use Social Media (like an expert) without being annoying Advertise for maximum impact (at the
lowest cost) Make powerful friends online who can move thousands of books Before you spend a lot of
money on book marketing services or author publicity... Make sure you've plugged all the holes in your
sales funnel so you're not throwing money away. If you're looking for a "Bestseller Campaign" but don't
have a big budget... This book will show you plenty of ways to improve sales without spending a dime.
The 5 Day Novel - Scott King 2016-10-04
Struggling to finish your novels? Learn how to tweak your workflow process and write one in only FIVE
DAYS! After taking way too long to write a fantasy epic, author and educator Scott King refined his writing
process so that he could crank out a novel in five days! Through easy-to-follow tips and helpful examples,
Scott takes a theme and shapes an entire story around it. Let him walk you through the prewriting process,
slogging through a first draft, and doing the rewrites. In this book, you'll learn how to get in the right
mindset, how to cut distractions & manage your time, the ingredients necessary to form a story, how to stay
focused and keep writing, how to plan your rewrites and the things to look for when line editing! If you like
honesty, no bull, a bunch of humor, and tons of examples in your writing guides, then you'll love Scott
King's behind-the-scenes look at how to write a novel in five days.
The Art of Work - Jeff Goins 2015-03-24
On his thirtieth birthday, Jeff Goins quit his job and began his pursuit of becoming a full-time writer. While
certainly that was a milestone day, it was still less significant than the ones that lead to that memorable
moment. The journey he took leading up to that daring decision involved twists, turns, and surprises he
never expected. In the end, he found his life’s purpose, his calling; and in The Art of Work, he wants to
share his journey with you and help you, too, discover your life’s work, along with the invaluable treasure
that comes with doing so.As writer, keynote speaker, and award-winning blogger Jeff Goins explains, our
search for discovering the task we were born to do begins with passion but does not end there. Only when
our interests connect with the needs of the world do we begin living for a larger purpose. Those who
experience this intersection experience something exceptional and enviable. Though it is rare, as Jeff
discovered along the journey he shares in this one-of-a-kind book, such a life is attainable by anyone brave
enough to try. Through personal experience, compelling case studies, and current research on the
mysteries of motivation and talent, Jeff shows readers how to find the vocation they were meant for and
what to expect during the long, arduous journey to discovering and pursuing it.
Real Artists Don't Starve - Jeff Goins 2017-06-06
Jeff Goins dismantles the myth that being creative is a hindrance to success by revealing how an artistic
temperament is a competitive advantage in the marketplace.? The myth of the starving artist has dominated
our culture, seeping into the minds of creative people and stifling their pursuits. The truth is that the

Real Artists Have Day Jobs - Sara Benincasa 2016-04-26
For readers of Lena Dunham, Mindy Kaling, and #Girlboss, a hilarious—yet heartfelt—guide to growing up
and taking your place in the world by the popular comedian and author of the highly praised
Agorafabulous! While the practical aspects of new adulthood can be nerve-wracking—dating, job-hunting,
money-managing—the most important task of all is figuring out who you are and where you fit in the world.
Author and comedian Sara Benincasa, now in her mid-thirties, had an absolutely harrowing early twenties
and now, on the other side, she has a LOT of hard-earned wisdom and common sense to share. Real Artists
Have Day Jobs includes 52 witty, provocative essays on how to live like a real adult—especially for those
real-artists-dont-starve
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world's most successful artists did not starve. In fact, they capitalized on the power of their creative
strength. In Real Artists Don't Starve, bestselling author and creativity expert Jeff Goins debunks the myth
of the starving artist by unveiling the ideas that created it and replacing them with 14 rules for artists to
thrive, including: Steal from your influences (don't wait for inspiration) Collaborate with others (working
alone is a surefire way to starve) Take strategic risks (instead of reckless ones) Make money in order to
make more art (it's not selling out) Apprentice under a master (a "lone genius" can never reach full
potential) From graphic designers and writers to artists and business professionals, creatives already know
that no one is born an artist. Goins' revolutionary rules celebrate the process of becoming an artist, a
person who utilizes the imagination in fundamental ways. He reminds creatives that business and art are
not mutually exclusive pursuits. Real Artists Don't Starve explores the tension every creative person and
organization faces in an effort to blend the inspired life with a practical path to success. Being creative isn't
a disadvantage for success, it is a powerful tool to be harnessed.
Making Money with Music - Randy Chertkow 2018-09-04
“[Chertkow and Feehan] are the ideal mentors for aspiring indie musicians who want to navigate an everchanging music industry.” —Billboard Magazine You can make a living with music today. The secret is to

real-artists-dont-starve

tap multiple income streams. Making Money With Music gives you over 100 revenue streams and the
knowledge on how to tap them. Whether you're a solo artist, band, DJ, EDM producer, or other musician,
this book gives you strategies to generate revenue, grow your fan base, and thrive in today's technologydriven music environment. Plus, it lists hundreds of services, tools, and critical resources you need to run
your business and maximize income. Making Money With Music will show you: How to tap over 100 income
streams 7 business strategies you can implement immediately How to start your music business for $0.
How to register your music to collect all of the royalties you are owed worldwide. 13 ways to compete with
free and build experiences to drive fan loyalty and engagement into everything you do to increase your
revenue. 45 categories of places to get your music heard and videos seen so you can get discovered, grow
your fanbase, generate royalties, and boost licensing opportunities. 10 methods for raising money so you
can fund your music production and projects. ...and more. Written by the authors of the critically-acclaimed
modern classic The Indie Band Survival Guide (1st & 2nd Editions), Making Money With Music is the third
installment in The Indie Band Survival Guide series, and will help you build a sustainable music business no
matter what kind of music you make, where you live, and whether you're a novice or professional musician.
Improve your income by implementing these ideas for your music business today.
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